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Premium fl oor mat, Wired and Wireless

Floor mat, Wired and Wireless

Premium fl oor mat, Wired

Bed pad system, Wired and Wireless

Chair pad system, Wired and Wireless

PIR motion sensor, Wired and Wireless

Nurse call buzzer, Wired and Wireless

Product Overview



AVAILABLE IN 5 COLOURS

The Deluxe Alertamat is a robust long-life luxury carpet Alertamat; the 
world's first and only genuine carpeted Alertamat. Available in 5 colours 
to suit an existing colour scheme, the Deluxe Alertamat provides a more 
refined touch for the care environment.

The Deluxe Alertamat is most effective when placed at the bedside or 
doorway; activating the alarm when a user leaves their safe zone by 
stepping on the mat. This alerts the caregiver to ascertain the user's safety. 
Selecting a colour that blends with the existing flooring makes it an ideal 
solution for situations where a dementia user may otherwise try to avoid the 
mat.

Both Wired and Wireless systems can be connected to a nurse call system 
for centralised activation, or used on their own, independent of a nurse call 
system to give localised alerts.

WIRED DELUXE ALERTAMAT WIRELESS DELUXE ALERTAMAT

DAM - Wired Deluxe Alertamat - can be connected to 
a nurse call system with a 3 metre cable provided for 
centralised activation, or used on its own, independent 
of a nurse call system to give localised alerts through 
the Alerta Alarm Monitor (sold separately).

>   Plug-and-play system

>  System includes:  
1x Deluxe Alertamat and 1x 3 metre cable

The Deluxe Alertamat comes with a unique built-in “Y” 
cable, providing a spare socket for other Alerta devices 
to be connected – using only one nurse call point.

W-DAM-T - Wireless Deluxe Alertamat - comes with 
an Alerta Wireless Transmitter which connects to the 
Alerta Wall Point Receiver.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra safe and versatile

>   System includes: 1x Deluxe Alertamat and 
1x Wireless Transmitter (must be used with  
Alerta Wall Point Receiver - sold separately)

Alerta Wireless Transmitter

>   Battery powered

>   Takes 2x 1.5v AAA batteries

Alerta Wall Point Receiver

> High, low and silent volume control

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries

>   Genuine non-slip base

>   Luxury carpet finish

>   Choice of 5 colours

>   Long lasting welded seals  
and strong wiring

>   Large size avoids chance  
of overstepping

>   Dementia friendly

>   Dimensions: 60 x 90 cm 
(23.5 x 35.5")

Red Blue Rust

Grey Beige

Connect to nurse call system or  
stand-alone alarm monitor

Breakaway cable to 
reduce trip hazard 

and prevent damage
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WAM-FHOAK - Wood Alertamat - a robust long-life luxury Alertamat with a wood safety floor finish; the world's first and 
only genuine wood finish Alertamat. The Wood Alertamat provides a more refined touch for the care environment.

The Wood Alertamat is most effective when placed at the bedside or doorway; activating the alarm when a user leaves 
their safe zone by stepping on the mat. This alerts the caregiver to ascertain the user's safety. The light colour makes it an 
ideal solution for situations where a dementia user may try to avoid that mat.

It can be connected to a nurse call system with a 3 metre cable provided for centralised activation, or used on its own, 
independent of a nurse call system to give localised alerts through the Alerta Alarm Monitor (sold separately).

The Wood Alertamat comes with a unique built-in "Y" cable, providing a spare socket for other Alerta devices to be 
connected - using only one nurse call point.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

> Plug-and-play system 

> Genuine non-slip base

> Luxury wood finish

> Long lasting welded seals and strong wiring

> Hygienic, antibacterial easy-clean material

> Large size avoids chance of overstepping

> Dementia friendly

> Dimensions: 55 x 80 cm (21.5 x 31.5")

>  System includes: 1x Wood Alertamat  
and 1x 3 metre cable

Connect to nurse call system or  
stand-alone alarm monitor

Breakaway cable to 
reduce trip hazard 

and prevent damage
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The Floor+ Alertamat is a robust long-life Alertamat and is most effective 
when placed at the bedside or doorway; activating the alarm when a user 
leaves their safe zone by stepping on the mat. This alerts the caregiver to 
ascertain the user’s safety. The light colour makes it an ideal solution for 
situations where a dementia user may try to avoid the mat.

Both Wired and Wireless systems can be connected to a nurse call system 
for centralised activation, or used on their own, independent of a nurse call 
system to give localised alerts.

WIRED FLOOR+ ALERTAMAT WIRELESS FLOOR+ ALERTAMAT

PAM - Wired Floor+ Alertamat - can be connected to 
a nurse call system with a 3 metre cable provided for 
centralised activation, or used on its own, independent 
of a nurse call system to give localised alerts through 
the Alerta Alarm Monitor (sold separately).

>   Plug-and-play system

>  System includes:  
1x Floor+ Alertamat and 1x 3 metre cable

The Floor+ Alertamat comes with a unique built-in “Y” 
cable, providing a spare socket for other Alerta devices 
to be connected – using only one nurse call point.

W-PAM-T - Wireless Floor+ Alertamat - comes with 
an Alerta Wireless Transmitter which connects to the 
Alerta Wall Point Receiver.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra safe and versatile

>   System includes: 1x Floor+ Alertamat and  
1x Alerta Wireless Transmitter (must be used  
with Alerta Wall Point Receiver - sold separately)

Alerta Wireless Transmitter

>   Battery powered

>   Takes 2x 1.5v AAA batteries

Alerta Wall Point Receiver

> High, low and silent volume control

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries

>  Genuine non-slip base

>  Long lasting welded seals  
and strong wiring

>  Hygienic, antibacterial  
easy-clean material

>  Large size avoids chance  
of overstepping

>  Dementia friendly

>   Dimensions: 60 x 90 cm 
(23.5 x 35.5")

Connect to nurse call system or  
stand-alone alarm monitor

Breakaway cable to 
reduce trip hazard 

and prevent damage
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Battery operated Mains operated Alerta Alarm Monitor

The Bed Alertamat is most effective when concealed under the bed 
mattress; activating the alarm when a user leaves their bed. This alerts the 
caregiver to ascertain the user’s safety. The alarm is reset automatically 
when the user returns to the bed.

Both Wired and Wireless systems can be connected to a nurse call system 
for centralised activation, or used on their own, independent of a nurse call 
system to give localised alerts.

>   Hygienic, antibacterial easy-clean material

>   Dimensions: 25 x 76 cm (10 x 30")

WIRED BED ALERTAMAT WIRELESS BED ALERTAMAT

BAM - Wired Bed Alertamat - can be connected to 
a nurse call system with a 2 metre cable provided for 
centralised activation, or used on its own, independent 
of a nurse call system to give localised alerts through 
the Alerta Alarm Monitor (supplied as part of the 
system).

>   Plug-and-play system

>   System includes: 1x Bed Alertamat, 1x  
Alerta Alarm Monitor and 1x 2 metre cable

Alerta Alarm Monitor

> High, low and silent volume control

> Multiple choice alarm tone

> Adjustable delay to reduce false alarms

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 1x 9v battery

W-BAM-T - Wireless Bed Alertamat - comes with an 
Alerta Wireless Transmitter which connects to the 
Alerta Wall Point Receiver.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra safe and versatile

>   System includes: 1x Bed Alertamat and  
1x Alerta Wireless Transmitter (must be used  
with Alerta Wall Point Receiver - sold separately)

Alerta Wireless Transmitter

>   Battery powered

>   Takes 2x 1.5v AAA batteries

Alerta Wall Point Receiver

> High, low and silent volume control

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries
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Battery operated Mains operated Alerta Alarm Monitor

The Chair Alertamat is most effective when concealed under the chair 
cushion; activating the alarm when a user leaves their chair. This alerts the 
caregiver to ascertain the user’s safety. The alarm is reset automatically 
when the user returns to the chair.

Both Wired and Wireless systems can be connected to a nurse call system 
for centralised activation, or used on their own, independent of a nurse call 
system to give localised alerts.

>   Hygienic, antibacterial easy-clean material

>   Dimensions: 25 x 38 cm (10 x 15")

WIRED CHAIR ALERTAMAT WIRELESS CHAIR ALERTAMAT

CAM - Wired Chair Alertamat - can be connected to 
a nurse call system with a 2 metre cable provided for 
centralised activation, or used on its own, independent 
of a nurse call system to give localised alerts through 
the Alerta Alarm Monitor (supplied as part of the 
system).

>   Plug-and-play system

>   System includes: 1x Chair Alertamat, 1x  
Alerta Alarm Monitor and 1x 2 metre cable

Alerta Alarm Monitor

> High, low and silent volume control

> Multiple choice alarm tone

> Adjustable delay to reduce false alarms

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 1x 9v battery

W-CAM-T - Wireless Chair Alertamat - comes with 
an Alerta Wireless Transmitter which connects to the 
Alerta Wall Point Receiver.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra safe and versatile

>   System includes: 1x Chair Alertamat and  
1x Alerta Wireless Transmitter (must be used  
with Alerta Wall Point Receiver - sold separately)

Alerta Wireless Transmitter

>   Battery powered

>   Takes 2x 1.5v AAA batteries

Alerta Wall Point Receiver

> High, low and silent volume control

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries
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The Alerta Detect uses infrared technology to activate the alarm when body 
movement is detected within the range of the infrared beam.

The Alerta Detect is most effective when mounted at the door or bedside; 
activating the alarm when a user leaves their safe zone and breaks the 
infrared beam. This alerts the caregiver to ascertain the user’s safety. It is 
ideal for providing users with the freedom and safety of their own space 
while still proactively giving the caregiver advanced warning when a user 
leaves their safe zone.

WIRED ALERTA DETECT WIRELESS ALERTA DETECT 

ALT-DET - Wired Alerta Detect - connects to a 
nurse call system with a 2 metre cable provided for 
centralised activation.

Alerta Detect Motion Sensor 

> Plug-and-play system

> Mains or battery powered

> Low battery alert

>  System includes: 1x Alerta Detect  
motion sensor and 1x 2 metre nurse call lead

> Takes 3x 1.5v AA batteries

ALT-DET - Wireless Alerta Detect - can be connected 
to a nurse call system through the Alerta Wall Point 
Receiver for centralised activation, or used on its own, 
independent of a nurse call system to give localised 
alerts through the Alerta Wall Point Receiver only.

>  Wireless connect-and-play system

>  No cables, extra versatile

>  System includes: 1x Alerta Detect motion  
sensor (must be used with Alerta Wall Point 
Receiver - sold separately)

Alerta Detect Motion Sensor

>   Mains or battery powered

>   Low battery alert

>   Takes 3x 1.5v AA batteries

Alerta Wall Point Receiver

> High, low and silent volume control

> Low battery alert

> Mains or battery powered

> Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries
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ALERTA WALL POINT RECEIVER

WIRED ALERTA NURSE CALL BUTTON

WIRELESS ALERTA NURSE CALL BUTTON

W-WPR – Alerta Wall Point Receiver - can be 
connected to a nurse call system for centralised 
activation, or used on its own, independent of a nurse 
call system to give localised alerts through this device 
only. The volume can be deactivated for silent in-room 
operation when connected to a nurse call system.

The Alerta Wall Point Receiver can be wirelessly paired 
with up to 5 Alerta wireless products and is compatible 
with the Deluxe Alertamat, Floor+ Alertamat, Bed 
Alertamat, Chair Alertamat, Alerta Detect and the 
Alerta Button.

It uses radio frequency technology to connect, with 
a wireless range of up to 95 metres. Once paired 
with Alerta wireless devices it only transmits to those 
devices and will not interfere with other Alerta Wall 
Point Receivers or devices in use nearby.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra versatile

>   High, low and silent volume control

>   Low battery alert

>   Mains or battery powered

>   Takes 2x 1.5v AA batteries

PCL - Wired Alerta Nurse Call Button - provides the 
user with reassurance that help is at hand. With a large 
easy to press button it activates the alarm when a user 
presses the button. This alerts the caregiver to ascertain 
the user’s need.

It can be plugged directly into the nurse call system 
or via the spare ‘Y’ cable that is provided with the 
wired Deluxe Alertamat, Wood Alertamat and Floor+ 
Alertamat.

W-NCB - Wireless Alerta Nurse Call Button - provides 
the user with reassurance that help is at hand. With a 
large easy to press button it activates the alarm when 
a user presses the button. This alerts the caregiver to 
ascertain the user’s need.

It connects to a nurse call system through the Alerta 
Wall Point Receiver for centralised activation and 
comes with a lanyard, and a holder that can be wall 
mounted.

>   Wireless connect-and-play system

>   No cables, extra versatile

>   Takes 1x 12v 23A battery
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Accessories & Plug Identification

Identify your plug type
Most nurse call systems take one of the following plug types:

Please ensure that your clients know the plug type they  

require at point of order to ensure that their Alertamats  

will function correctly when they receive them.

Plug types can sometimes be difficult to identify. If your client is 

unsure or if you need assistance, please contact our experts. 

MA

MAINS ADAPTOR
Works with the Alerta Alarm Monitor.

EXT

EXTENSION LEAD
 Please specify the required 

 length at point of order.

DPA

DOUBLE PLUG ADAPTOR
Allows two devices to be connected  

to one nurse call point.

AUAM 

ALERTA ALARM MONITOR
The Alerta Alarm Monitor can be used  

with all wired Alertamats. It takes 1x 9v 

battery or can be mains operated.

W-FBCT

ALERTA WIRELESS 
TRANSMITTER
The Alerta Wireless Transmitter is supplied 

with the following wireless systems: 

Deluxe Alertamat, Floor+ Alertamat,  

Bed Alertamat, Chair Alertamat, Alerta 

Detect and Alerta Button.

It uses radio frequency technology to 

connect, with a wireless range of up to 95 

metres. Once paired with the Alerta Wall 

Point Receiver it will only transmit to that 

Wall Point Receiver and will not interfere 

with other Alerta Wall Point Receivers or 

devices in use nearby. Requires 2x 1.5v 

AAA batteries.

SINGLE RING
PLUG

DOUBLE RING 
PLUG

WHITE PLUG,  
6 GROOVE

CLEAR PLUG,  
6 GROOVE

CLEAR PLUG,  
4 GROOVE
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HIP PROTECTION       |       CLINICALLY PROVEN       |       SEAMLESS       |       WASHABLE

Hip protection helps prevent hip fractures

People who have suffered a fall – or who are at risk of falling – can benefi t from effective hip protection. What starts out 
as an innocent fall may lead to an operation, a long stay in hospital and an increased demand for professional care. In 
addition, 30% of all people who suffer a hip fracture die within 2 years (1).

A growing number of elderly people indicates a future rise in the occurrence of hip fractures. Worldwide, it is estimated 
that the number of hip fractures will increase from 1.66 million into 2.6 million in 2025 and 6.26 million in 2050 (2).

Hip protection should be seen as an extra security that contributes to the user’s own safety on the same level as seatbelt, 
lifejacket, or motorcycle helmet. Hip protection reduces the risk of serious injury, saves money and can also improve 
quality of life by promoting a sense of security, thus allowing the user to remain active, social and reduce the fear of 
falling.

SAFEHIP® AirX® is a 100% textile hip protector with the protector shield based on AirX® spacer fabric technology, 
which is a breathable, skin friendly and soft textile material. The AirX® technology is your guarantee for optimal 
compliance.  

SAFEHIP® AirX® hip protectors come in three models – a female, male and unisex model in white. The pants are fl exible 
and comfortable to wear, not too warm, and may be used with incontinence pads as a fi xation pant. They have been 
designed to perform like regular underwear, with a fl y opening on the male model and lace-look detail on the female. 
When the gender of the patient is not known in advance, the Unisex brief is suitable for both.

All SAFEHIP® AirX® pants are very durable and can be washed in industrial washing machines at up to 95°C/200°F and 
tumble dried at highest temperatures.

Unique features:
>   Patented horse-shoe shaped shield designed to disperse energy from a fall away from the hip joint

>   The shields adapt to the body perfectly, so the hip protector is not noticeable under clothes

>   Excellent breathability (test winner in EMPA test no. 448819)

>   Prevents moisture build-up and feels comfortable against skin

>   Minimises skin irritation such as reddening and itching

>   Pants are very comfortable to wear - no irritating seams

>   High percentage of elastane ensures a perfect fi t, which also makes the pants suitable for incontinent users

AirX
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1) IOF - EFFO Jay magaziner, PhD, MSHyg, Eleanor M. Simonsick, PhD, T. Michael Kashner, PhD, J Richard Hebel, PhD, and John E. Konzona, MD Hvidovre Symposium Open Bridge 08/2000
2) Cooper et al. Osteoporosis Int. 1992; 2:285-9 & Melton LJ. Bone 1996; 18:121S-5S
3) Hindsø K, Lauritzen JB. Intervention study with hip protectors [abstract]. Osteoporosis International, 1998; 8:119.

Sizes overlap. To find the user’s correct size, measure 
the hips at the widest point. If the hip measurement lies 
between two sizes, choose the smaller size if the patient 
has slim thighs, and the larger size if thighs are wide or an 
incontinence pad will be worn.

Protector
100% AirX® soft textile

Seamless Briefs
58% Cotton
36% Polyamide
6% Elastane

 95°C
200°F

SAFEHIP®  Cm Inch Find your size

S 75-95 30-38

M 90-110 36-44

L 100-120 40-48

XL 110-140 44-56

AirX®

100%
BREATHABLE

100%
T E X T I L E

CLINICALLY TESTED  
ON MORE THAN  

7000 INDIVIDUALS

CLINICALLY 
PROVEN

SAFEHIP 
AIR-X MALE

SAFEHIP  
AIR-X FEMALE

SAFEHIP 
AIR-X UNISEX

SAFEHIP 
AIR-X OPEN

Male version with fly Female version with  
flower detail at front

Neutral design for both sexes Open version

ALT-SAM-S Air-X Male - S

ALT-SAM-M Air-X Male - M

ALT-SAM-L Air-X Male - L

ALT-SAM-XL Air-X Male - XL

ALT-SAF-S Air-X Female - S

ALT-SAF-M Air-X Female - M

ALT-SAF-L Air-X Female - L

ALT-SAF-XL Air-X Female - XL

ALT-SAU-S Air-X Unisex - S

ALT-SAU-M Air-X Unisex - M

ALT-SAU-L Air-X Unisex - L

ALT-SAU-XL Air-X Unisex - XL

ALT-SAO-S Air-X Open - S

ALT-SAO-M Air-X Open - M

ALT-SAO-L Air-X Open - L

ALT-SAO-XL Air-X Open - XL
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE

Working Together with care is our Motto. We are 

in operation since 2006 and offer unbeatable 

customer service while providing top quality 

healthcare equipment.

We supply and service healthcare equipment and 

products to both the Irish & UK Healthcare Sector 

and the general public such as profiling hospital 

beds, pressure relief mattresses, patient lifting 

equipment; disabled baths, showering equipment, 

falls monitoring systems, bedpan washers and 

much more.

We also have a fully qualified team of 

engineers to service 

and maintain various healthcare products.

IRE - Dublin
U3, Westpoint Business Park,

Mulhuddart, Dublin 15, D15 R295.
P: +353 1 443 3390 

UK - London
P: +44 (0)20 8133 3907

NI - Belfast
P: +44 (0)28 9581 8304

E: info@caretua.com
W: www.caretua.com
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The Benefits of Caretua

One Stop Shop

Expertise & Experience

Engineer Base

Monitoring & Reporting

Key Account Management

SALES
Baths

Disinfection

Falls Management

Furniture

Overhead & Mobile Hoists

Pressure Care

Profiling Bedframes

Screens

Showering/Changing

SERVICE
Breakdown Repairs

Electrical Safety Testing

Installation

Online Service Management

Preventative Maintenance


